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that success it could hardly be concealed much longer even if
times continued to be normal. The time had come when in
their own interests the parties would have to sacrifice their
independence, to strengthen the position of the constitutional
executive—die ministry—to the detriment of the unconstitutional
legislature—the party committee* The Nationalist decision was
a party interest decision, but it was also a declaration that one
party at least perceived the dangers of carrying independence
too far. It was also a victory of leadership on the part of leaders
who had been brought to a sudden sense of the virtue of a new
type of coalition. That type, although the Nationalist decision
was designed to avoid there being ever any other coalition than
a Right coalition, was the alternative coalition, and it was a type
that was being forced on the parties by a public opinion that
sensed, if it could not define, what it wanted. It wanted a clear
home policy; it could not get it unless a new doctrine., a new type,
of coalition was introduced.
Much of the above is very academic and raises many contro-
versial issues. It can be easily criticized by pointing to the fact
that actually the necessity of a doctrine of coalition is hardly
ever mentioned. That is true, but it is also true that the logic
of events had put the issue of alternative coalitions before the
politicians; if they avoided the issue that does not mean that it
was not present.
It is pertinent here, in order to illustrate the position, to examine
the history of the formation of the Right coalition. It will be
remembered that the minority Marx cabinet—Democrats, Popu~
lists, Centrum, and Bavarians—had fallen on December 17,
1926, on the Reichswehr issue as the result of a hostile combination
of Socialists and Nationalists. Just before the defeat the chancellor
had been negotiating with the former for the creation of a Great
Coalition, knowledge of which fact had been a factor in the
Nationalist decision to seek participation in the government.
Although the party committees were very active, nothing official
was done till January 10, but it had already become clear that,
as a result of the indignation against the Socialists in the Centrum,,
and, particularly, in the People's party;, a Great Coalition was

